Abstract-Third-party architectures for data publishing over the Internet today are receiving growing attention, due to their scalability properties and to the ability of efficiently managing large number of subjects and great amount of data. In a third-party architecture, there is a distinction between the Owner and the Publisher of information. The Owner is the producer of information, whereas Publishers are responsible for managing (a portion of) the Owner information and for answering subject queries. A relevant issue in this architecture is how the Owner can ensure a secure and selective publishing of its data, even if the data are managed by a third-party, which can prune some of the nodes of the original document on the basis of subject queries and access control policies. An approach can be that of requiring the Publisher to be trusted with regard to the considered security properties. However, the serious drawback of this solution is that large Web-based systems cannot be easily verified to be secure and can be easily penetrated. For these reasons, in this paper, we propose an alternative approach, based on the use of digital signature techniques, which does not require the Publisher to be trusted. The security properties we consider are authenticity and completeness of a query response, where completeness is intended with regard to the access control policies stated by the information Owner. In particular, we show that, by embedding in the query response one digital signature generated by the Owner and some hash values, a subject is able to locally verify the authenticity of a query response. Moreover, we present an approach that, for a wide range of queries, allows a subject to verify the completeness of query results.
INTRODUCTION
X ML (eXtensible Markup Language) is rapidly becoming a de facto standard for document representation and exchange over the Web [1] . A common requirement for Web applications is thus the need for secure publishing of XML documents. By secure publishing, we mean that the publishing service must ensure some security properties to the data it manages. Third-party architectures for data publishing over the Web are today receiving growing attention, due to their scalability properties and to the ability of efficiently managing a large number of subjects and a great amount of data. In a third-party architecture, there is a distinction between the Owner and the Publisher of information. The Owner is the producer of the information, whereas Publishers are responsible for managing (a portion of) the Owner information and for answering subject queries. A relevant issue in this architecture is how the Owner can ensure a secure publishing of its data, even if the data are managed by a third-party. The most intuitive solution is that of requiring Publishers to be trusted with regard to the considered security properties. However, this solution could not always be feasible in the Web environment since large Web-based systems cannot be easily verified to be secure and can be easily penetrated. For this reason, in this paper, we propose an alternative approach that does not require the Publisher to be trusted. In the paper, we mainly focus on two of the most relevant security properties: authenticity and completeness. Ensuring document authenticity means that the subject receiving a document is assured that the contents of the document itself actually originated at the claimed source. We refer to this requirement as document source authenticity. A second requirement is to ensure the integrity of the document received by a subject with respect to the original document, thus avoiding, for instance, that the Publisher modifies some document portions before returning them to a subject. We refer to such requirements as document contents authenticity. Ensuring the completeness of the response means that any subject must be able to verify that he or she has received all the document(s) (or portion(s) of document(s)) that is entitled to access, according to the stated access control policies.
The key point of our approach is that, even though we do not require the Publisher to be trusted with respect to authenticity and completeness properties, we are able to ensure, at the same time, that a subject is able to verify such properties on the answer returned by a Publisher. This capability is obtained by a combination of digital signature and hashing techniques. Let us first consider authenticity. In the scenario, we consider that it is not enough that the Owner signs each document it sends to the Publisher since the Publisher may return to a subject only selected portions of a document, depending on the query the subject submits and on the access control policies in place. For this reason, we propose an alternative solution that requires that the Owner sends the Publisher, in addition to the documents it is entitled to manage, a summary signature for each managed document, generated using a technique based on Merkle hash trees [13] . The idea is that, when a subject submits a query to a Publisher, the Publisher also sends him/her, besides the query result, also the signatures of the documents on which the query is performed. In this way, the subject can locally recompute the same bottom-up hash value signed by the Owner and, by comparing the two values, he/she can verify whether the Publisher has altered the content of the query answer and can be sure of its authenticity. The problem with this approach is that, since the subject may be returned only selected portions of a document, he/she may not be able to recompute the summary signature, which is based on the whole document. For this reason, the Publisher sends the subject a set of additional hash values, referring to the missing portions, which make the subject able to locally perform the computation of the summary signature.
Query answers returned by the Publisher to a subject are filtered according to the access control policies specified by the information Owner. Such policies are specified by means of an expressive credential-based access control model [4] specifically tailored to the protection of XML documents. Thus, additional information sent by the Owner to the Publisher is what policies apply to what portions of the documents it manages.
Completeness verification relies on the use of the secure structure of an XML document, which is sent by the Owner to the Publisher and successively returned to subjects together with the answer to a query on the associated document. This additional document contains the hashed tagname and attribute names and values of the original XML document, so that the receiving subject is prevented from accessing information he/she is not allowed to access, being at the same time able to perform the completeness verification. To verify completeness of the received answer, the idea is that the subject performs the same query submitted to the Publisher on the secure structure. Clearly, the query is first transformed to substitute each tag and attribute name, and each attribute value with the corresponding hash value. In the paper, we show that, by comparing the result of the two queries, the subject is able to verify completeness for a wide range of XPath [1] queries.
Finally, to make the Publisher able to verify which access control policies apply to a subject, we require a subject first subscribes to the Owner. As a result of the subscription process, the Owner returns the subject a policy configuration, that is, a certificate containing information about the access control policies that apply to the subject. The subject policy configuration is signed with the private key of the Owner to prevent the subject from altering its content. All the security information exchanged between the parties of our architecture is encoded using XML.
In the paper, besides providing a formal foundation for the proposed infrastructure, we formally prove its soundness. To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this paper is the first one that provides such a comprehensive infrastructure for the selective, authentic, and complete third-party publication of XML documents.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section briefly introduces XML, Merkle hash trees, and the access control model we use throughout the paper. Section 3 presents the overall architecture supporting our approach. Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe the information generated during the interactions among the Owner, the Publisher, and the subjects. Section 7 deals with authenticity and completeness verification. In Section 8, we analyze potential attacks which could be conducted by the Publishers or by the subjects, whereas in Section 9, we discuss the overhead implied by our approach. Section 10 presents related work. Section 11 concludes the paper and outlines future research directions. Appendix I contains an example of security enhanced XML document, whereas Appendix II proposes an example of authenticity verification. Finally, Appendix III shows the formal proofs of the theorems presented in this paper. (Appendices can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://computer.org/ tkde/archives.htm.)
BASIC CONCEPTS
In this section, we start by first reviewing the basic concepts of XML [1] . We then introduce Merkle hash trees [13] . Finally, we summarize the main characteristics of the access control model used by the Owner to specify access control policies.
Basic Concepts of XML
Building blocks of XML documents are nested, tagged elements. Each tagged element has zero or more subelements, zero or more attributes, and may contain textual information (data content). Elements can be nested at any depth in the document structure. Attributes can be of different types, allowing one to specify element identifiers (attributes of type ID), additional information about the element (e.g., attributes of type CDATA containing textual information), or links to other elements of the document (attributes of type IDREF(s)/URI(s)).
To develop, on a formal basis, our approach for secure publishing of XML documents, we introduce a formal model of XML documents that we use throughout the paper. In the following, we denote with Label a set of element tags and attribute names, and with V alue a set of attribute/element values. Based on the above definition, an XML document can be represented as a graph. In the graph representation adopted, white nodes represent elements, whereas black nodes represent attributes. The graph representation contains edges representing the element-attribute and the element-subelement relationships, and link edges, representing links between elements. Solid lines represent edges, whereas dashed lines represent link edges. An example of XML document modeling a university annual report is presented in Fig. 1 . 1 Further, XML can define application specific document types using document type definitions (DTDs) or XML Schemas.
Definition 1 (XML document
For the scope of this paper, given the graph representation of an XML document, we assume the existence of an order among the children of an element. The existence of this order is fundamental when a subject has to verify the authenticity of a query result (see Section 7.1). To define this order, we make the assumption that, given an element e, its attributes precede in the order the subelements of e. Moreover, we assume the existence of a function, denoted
, and an integer i 2 f1; . . . ; Nc v g, returns the ith child of v with regard to the defined order, where Nc v denotes the number of children of node v.
Merkle Hash Trees for XML Documents
Authenticity is ensured by using the Merkle tree authentication mechanism proposed in [13] and adapting it to XML. The method we propose allows a subject to prove source authenticity as well as the authenticity of both the schema and the content of a document. To accomplish this goal, the idea is to associate an hash value with each node in the graph representation of an XML document. More precisely, the hash value associated with an attribute is obtained by applying a hash function over the concatenation of the attribute value and the attribute name. By contrast, the hash value associated with an element is the result of the same hash function computed over the concatenation of the element content, the element tag name, and the hash values associated with its children nodes, both attributes and elements. Hash values associated with the nodes of an XML document are computed by the Merkle hash function, defined in what follows. where "k" denotes the concatenation operator, and childðÞ is the function defined in Section 2.1.
Definition 2 (Merkle hash function
Throughout the paper, we use the expression Merkle hash value of v to denote the value returned by the Merkle hash function associated with a document d when its input is one of its nodes v, that is, MhX d ðvÞ. The key point is that, if a subject knows the correct Merkle hash value of a node, the Publisher cannot forge the value of the descendant children. Thus, to make a subject able to verify the authenticity of a query result on a document d, the subject must possess the Merkle hash value of the root of d. The Publisher returns such Merkle hash value to a subject together with the query result. The Publisher in turn receives this value from the Owner. Since the Merkle hash value of the root of a document is fundamental for the subject verification 1 . Note that no dashed lines are contained in the graph in Fig. 1 because the corresponding document does not contain any IDREF/URI attribute.
2. Given an element e, we use the notation e:content and e:tagname to denote the data content and the tagname of e, respectively. Note that, according to the XML specification [1] , the data content of an XML element can consist of textual data mixed with subelements. In this case, with the term e:content, we mean the concatenation of the different portions of textual data contained in e. Finally, given an attribute a, the notation a:val and a:name is used to denote the value and the name of attribute a, respectively. process, there is the need of ensuring that a Publisher cannot alter it. For this reason, we impose that the Owner must sign it, and we refer to this signature as the Merkle Signature of a document. Usually, two approaches can be used to generate a digital signature [15] . The first implies the computation of the digest of the data being signed, which is then encrypted with a secret key. In this case, to make the receiver able to verify the authenticity of the received data, it is required that the Owner and the receiver share the secret key. Since the management of shared keys in a highly dynamic scenario like the Web is very costly, we adopt the second approach, which is based on asymmetric encryption. Asymmetric encryption relies on the definition of a pair keys, a public and a private key. These keys are defined in such a way that a message encrypted with the public key can be only decrypted using the private key, and vice versa. According to this schema, a subject receiving the digest encrypted with the private key of the Owner is able to verify the authenticity, without the need of costly management of shared secret keys. All he/she has to do is to decrypt it with the Owner public key. Note also that, since the data to be signed are already digested (see Definition 2), we can directly encrypt the Merkle hash value of the root of the document with the Owner's private key. Thus, with the term Merkle Signature of document d, we simply mean the encryption with the Owner's private key of the Merkle hash value of the root of document d. The correctness of a digital signature is based on the requirement that the signing and verification process are performed on exactly the same bits. Thus, even if a single bit of the data being signed is modified, for instance, the order of the attributes is inverted, the digital signature cannot be verified. To avoid this problem, we impose that the Merkle hash function is applied on a canonical form [1] of the corresponding XML document.
An Access Control Model for XML Documents
Access control policies are specified by the Owner according to the access control model presented in [4] , whose main characteristics are summarized in what follows. In this model, subjects are qualified by means of credentials. A credential is a set of properties concerning a subject that are relevant for security purposes (for example, age, position within an organization). Credentials are encoded using an XML-based language, called X -Sec [3] , as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Access control policies specify conditions on the credentials and properties of the credentials, using an XPath-compliant language.
The access control model provides varying access granularity levels, and can express policies that apply to: 1) all the instances of a DTD/XML Schema, 2) collections of documents not necessarily instances of the same DTD/XML Schema, and 3) selected portions within a document(s), or a link (or a set of links). This set of granularity levels is complemented with the possibility of specifying access control policies based on the document content, in addition to the document structure.
Like credentials, access control policies are also encoded using the X -Sec language. We use the term Policy Base (PB) to denote the XML file encoding the access control policies of the Owner. Example 1. Fig. 3 shows a PB for the XML document in Fig. 1 . The first two access control policies authorize DICO professors to access all the patents of their department, whereas they are entitled to see only the authors and the short description of patents of EED. By contrast, the third and fourth policies state that EED professors are entitled to access all the patents of their department, whereas they are entitled to see only the authors and the short description of patents of DICO. The fifth access control policy authorizes DICO junior secretaries to access the department assets. Similarly, the last policy states that EED junior secretaries can access the assets of EED. By contrast, the sixth access control policy makes the DICO senior secretaries able to access assets of EED.
OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
The architecture we propose for secure publishing of XML documents, shown in Fig. 4 , relies on the distinction between the Owner of the information and one or more Publishers, that are entitled to publish the information (or portions of it) of the Owner and to answer subjects queries. The Owner specifies access control policies according to the model summarized in Section 2, and sends the Publisher the documents it is entitled to manage. For each document, the Owner sends the Publisher also information on which subjects can access which portions of the document, according to the access control policies it has specified. Additionally, the Owner sends the Publisher the Merkle Signature of each document it is entitled to manage. All this additional information is encoded in XML and attached to the original document, forming the so-called security enhanced XML document. The information contained into the security enhanced XML document allows a subject to verify the authenticity of the information returned by the Publisher, but it is not sufficient to make a subject able to verify the completeness of a query result. For this reason, the Owner supplies the Publisher with some additional information about the structure of the original XML document. This information is encoded into an XML document, called secure structure, which contains the structure of the XML document, transformed through the use of an hash function. Moreover, the secure structure is complemented with its Merkle Signature, to prevent alterations by the Publisher.
Subjects are required to register with the Owner, during a mandatory subscription phase. During this phase, a subject is assigned by the Owner one or more credentials, which are stored at the Owner site. 3 As a result of the subscription process, the Owner returns the subject the subject policy configuration, which stores information on the access control policies that apply to the subject. The subject policy configuration is signed with the private key of the Owner to prevent the subject from altering its content.
After the subscription phase has been completed, the subject can submit queries to a Publisher. When a subject submits a query, it also sends the Publisher its policy configuration, to enable the Publisher to determine which access control policies apply to the subject. On the basis of the policy configuration and the submitted query, the Publisher computes a view of the requested document(s), which contains all and only those portions of the requested document(s) for which the subject has an authorization according to the access control policies in place at the Owner site. In order to verify the authenticity of the answer, the subject must be able to locally recompute the same bottom-up hash value signed by the Owner (i.e., the Merkle Signature), and to compare it with the Merkle Signature generated by the Owner and inserted by the Publisher in the answer. Since the view computed by the Publisher may not contain all the nodes of the requested documents, the subject may not be able to compute the bottom-up hash value over the whole document by considering only the nodes in the view. Thus, the Publisher complements the view with additional information (e.g., hash values computed over the parts of documents not contained in the view). The Publisher locally computes both the view and the additional information by considering only the security enhanced version(s) of the requested document(s). The result is an XML document, called reply document. Upon receiving the reply document, the subject can verify, by using only the information in the reply document itself, the authenticity of the answer. Additionally, the subject can make some verification on the completeness of the query result by using the information contained in the secure structure associated with the document on which the query applies.
In the next sections, we describe in more details the interactions among subjects, Publishers, and the Owner.
SUBJECT-OWNER INTERACTION
When a subject subscribes to the Owner, it receives back an object called subject policy configuration (cfr. Fig. 4 ), providing information on the access control policies that the subject satisfies.
Definition 3 (Subject policy configuration). Let P olicies be the set of identifiers of the access control policies 4 specified by the Owner. Let s be a subject subscribing to the Owner, and let P CðsÞ be the subset of P olicies which contains all and only the identifiers of policies that apply to s. The policy configuration of s is the signature of P CðsÞ with the Owner's private key.
As all the other security information, also the subject policy configuration is encoded using XML.
Example 2. According to the subject credentials illustrated in Fig. 2 , the access control policies which apply to Alice Brown are P 1 and P 2 . By contrast, the credential of Tom Moore satisfies only policy P 7 . Thus, the policy configuration of Alice Brown and Tom Moore are, respectively, the signatures of the identifiers 1, 2, and 7 with the Owner's private key.
3. Alternatively, subject credentials can be issued by a trusted third-party Credential Authority, and presented to the Owner during the subscription phase. 4 . We assume that each access control policy is uniquely identified by an identifier generated by the system when the policy is specified. 
OWNER-PUBLISHER INTERACTION
For each document the Publisher is entitled to manage, the Owner sends the corresponding security enhanced document and the corresponding secure structure, which are described in the following sections.
Security Enhanced XML Document
The first information the security enhanced document contains is which access control policies apply to the corresponding document. Policy information is specified at the element level since different access control policies can apply to different elements and/or attributes of the same document. The idea is to encode information about the set of policies that apply to a specific element into a string of hexadecimal values, called policy configuration, and to store this string as an additional attribute of the corresponding element within the security enhanced version of the document (this attribute is called PC). In the following, given an XML document d, we denote with P oliciesðdÞ ¼ fP i ; . . . ; P p g the identifiers of the access control policies that apply to d. With each element e in d, we associate a binary string of length equal to the cardinality of P oliciesðdÞ, denoted psðeÞ, where, starting from the left side, the value of the ith bit is: 1, if the ith policy in P oliciesðdÞ 5 applies to e; 0, otherwise. Moreover, in order to encode this string into an hexadecimal value, we split psðeÞ into m blocks of four bits 6 and translate each block into the corresponding hexadecimal representation. Thus, the policy configuration of e, denoted as P CðeÞ, is a string a 1 . . . a m , such that a i is the hexadecimal representation of b i , i ¼ 1 . . . m. To store information about policies that apply to e's attributes, we propose a slightly different approach. The idea is to store into a unique attribute, added to e and called PC Attr , the concatenation of the policy configurations of all the attributes of e.
Finally, to make policy configurations meaningful to Publishers, it is necessary to insert an additional element into the security enhanced version of a document d. This element, called Policy, contains the identifiers of the policies in P oliciesðdÞ. These identifiers are ordered according to their values.
Example 3. Let d be the XML document in Fig. 1 , and let P oliciesðdÞ ¼ fP 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; P 4 ; P 5 ; P 6 ; P 7 g be the access control policies applying to d. The Policy element that will be inserted into the security enhanced version of d is: < Policy > 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 < =Policy > . Thus, consider the element Short-descr of the DICO patent, whose corresponding policy configuration has value "90." The binary value corresponding to "9" is 1,001, this means that the policies that apply to this node are those whose identifiers are in the first and the fourth position in the Policy element, that is, P 1 and P 4 .
We are now ready to formally define the security enhanced XML document.
Definition 4 (Security enhanced XML document
Þ, such that: It is important to note that, in our approach, the Owner sends the Merkle Signature to the Publisher by inserting it inside the SE-XML version of the corresponding document (i.e, attribute Sign). Then, the Publisher returns it to subjects in the reply documents. An alternative solution for the distribution of the Merkle signatures is to release them directly to subjects during the subscription phase. This solution implies to send each subject the Merkle signatures of all the XML documents at the Owner source that the subject can access. This implies that a modification of the Owner source requires the recomputation and distribution of the Merkle signatures of all the documents affected by the modification to all the subjects entitled to access these documents. By contrast, the insertion of the Merkle Signature of a document into its SE-XML version drastically reduces the overhead necessary to manage the modification of the Owner source. Indeed, in this case, the Owner sends the Merkle signatures only to the Publishers entitled to manage the modified documents, along with the update versions of the corresponding SE-XML documents. Appendix I (which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://computer.org/tkde/archives.htm) reports the SE-XML version of the document presented in Fig. 1 , with respect to the access control policies in Fig. 3 .
Secure Structure
To prove completeness of XML queries, a subject receives from the Publisher the secure structure of the XML documents on which the query is performed. In this section, we show how the secure structure is generated. The basic idea is to supply the subject with the structure of the XML document on which the query is submitted where, with the term structure, we mean the XML document without data contents, that is, containing only the names of the tags and attributes of the XML document. The subject is then able to locally perform on the structure all queries whose conditions are against the document structure of the original document. Thus, the subject can match the result with the answer sent by the Publisher. Obviously, in such a basic approach, the subject is able to view the tag and attribute names of the whole document and thus also those referring to portions he/she may not be authorized to access. To overcome this drawback, the secure structure of the XML document is generated by hashing with a standard hash function each tag and attribute name. Since the value returned by the hash function may contain characters not allowed in an XML well-formed document 7 (e.g., "< ","="), during the generation of the secure structure the resulting hash values are encoded into an integer-based representation. Moreover, to be compliant with the XML syntax, we insert symbol "x" as a prefix of the integer before storing it as a tagname. Additionally, to extend the set of queries for which it is possible to prove completeness, we also insert the hashed attribute values of the XML document in the secure structure. The node-set returned by evaluating a query on the secure structure could be a superset of the nodes the subject is entitled to see according to the Owner access control policies. Thus, in order to verify the completeness, the subject must also consider the access control policies specified on the document. For this reason, the secure structure contains also the Policy, PC, and PC ATTR elements, whose tagname and content are not hashed. Additionally, in order to prevent alterations by the Publisher, the Owner computes the Merkle Signature of the secure structure. This signature is sent to Publishers together with the corresponding secure structure. Fig. 5 shows the secure structure of the XML document in Fig. 1 .
SUBJECT-PUBLISHER INTERACTION
When a subject s submits a query to a Publisher, the Publisher first determines the set of nodes that need to be returned to s. Such nodes are determined by evaluating the query on the SE-XML version of the requested document(s) and by pruning from the set of nodes returned by the evaluation, those nodes corresponding to portions for which s does not possess appropriate authorizations. Information on access control policies that apply to s are transmitted by s to the Publisher when submitting the access request. More precisely, the subject sends the Publisher his/her policy configuration together with the submitted query. Then, the set of nodes to be returned to s is complemented with additional information, that are used by s to authenticate the answer and to verify its completeness. In particular, all the additional information needed to verify the authenticity, as well as the nodes of the requested document(s) to be returned to the subject, are organized into an XML document, called reply document, described in the following section. 7 . A well-formed XML document is a document that follows the grammar rules of XML. 
Reply Document
For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we consider only queries on a single document. The methods we present, however, can be easily extended to queries referring to multiple documents. In general, an answer to a query may contain only selected portions of a given XML document. For instance, consider the XML document in Fig. 1 , and suppose that an EED professor submits a query q asking for all DICO patents. According to the access control policies in Fig. 3 , the nodes answering q and for which an EED professor has the necessary authorizations are the Shortdescr and Authors elements. We assume the existence of a function, called V iewðÞ, which takes as input a query q and the policy configuration of a subject s, and turns the set of nodes answer to q and for which s has the necessary authorizations into a well-formed XML document. The output of function V iewðÞ for the example above is presented in the right part of Fig. 6 . In this document, the Short-descr and Authors elements are inserted as direct children of the node Patent from which all the other attributes/elements are pruned. Since all the other nodes are removed from the document, the subject is not able starting from the document returned by V iewðÞ to recompute the Merkle hash value of the root, and then compare it with the received Merkle Signature. It is thus necessary to return the subject some additional information together with the view that makes the subject able to perform the comparison.
This information is represented by the relative Merkle hash path defined in the following. In the definition, given a node w, we denote with P athðwÞ the set of nodes connecting w to the root of the corresponding document. Moreover, given a node v 2 P athðwÞ, we denote with P athðw; vÞ the subset of nodes in P athðwÞ connecting w to v. where sibðÞ is a function that, given a node f 2 V g , returns f's siblings. The elements in the list are ordered with regard to the order defined in Section 2.1.
Intuitively, given two nodes v; w such that v 2 P athðwÞ, MhP athðw; vÞ is the set of Merkle hash values necessary to compute the Merkle hash value of v having the Merkle hash value of w. We now introduce the formal definition of reply document.
Definition 6 (Reply document). Let g ¼ ðV g ;
v v g ; E g ; E g Þ be the SE-XML version of an XML document d, let s be a subject, and q be a query on d submitted by s to a Publisher. Let V iewðq; sÞ ¼ ðV q ; v q v q ; E q ; Eq Þ be the XML document answer to q, according to the policy configuration of s. The reply document of query q with respect to s is an XML document r ¼ ðV r ; v v r ; E r ; Er Þ such that: 2 V g , such that w g is the node corresponding to e in document g and:
* if e ¼ v v q , then v g is the root of document d; otherwise, let f 2 V e q be the father of e in document V iewðqÞ, then v g is the node corresponding to f in document g.
3.
v v r ¼ v v q . 4
Note that a node belonging to the view returned by function V iewðqÞ may not have as father the same node as in the original document because such node could be not answering the query q. In such a case, the reply document contains also the information regarding the pruned nodes, that is, the hash values belonging to the relative Merkle hash path of the considered node with respect to its father in the view. For instance, with reference to Fig. 6 , consider the element representing the short description. The father of this node is the Patent element. Thus, the MhPath attribute associated with Short-descr contains all the hash values needed to compute the Merkle hash value of Patent starting from Short-descr. Since Short-descr element does not have children, by Definition 5, the MhPath attribute contains the Merkle hash values of its siblings, that is, the Merkle hash values of elements: Techdetails, Authors, and of attributes: Date, Id-Pat, and Dept. By Definition 2, with these values and with the Short-descr element, it is possible to compute the Merkle hash value of Patent. Moreover, if e is the root of the reply document, the related MhPath attribute contains the Merkle hash values necessary to compute the Merkle hash value of the root of document d starting from node e. Thus, referring to the above example, the MhPath attributes associated with Patent contain all the Merkle hash values necessary to compute the Merkle hash value of the root element (i.e., Annual-report element).
Since we support access control policies at the attribute level, all attributes in V iewðqÞ are replaced in the reply document by particular elements, called AttributeElement, whose data content is the value of the attribute itself and whose AttrName attribute contains the name of the attribute. This operation allows one to associate also with the attributes in a query response the additional information needed for subject verification (i.e., MhPath attributes). Indeed, when different access control policies are applied to an element and to its attributes, a query may return an attribute, but not the element in which it is contained. As an example, consider the XML document presented in Fig. 7a , and suppose to submit a query returning attribute a 1 and elements 1 and 5. The corresponding reply document is presented in Fig. 7b . It is easy to verify that, by using the hash values contained into the MhPath attribute of the AttributeElement node corresponding to a 1 , it is possible to compute the Merkle hash value of element 1 (i.e., MhX d ð1Þ). If access control policies are specified at the element-level only, there is no need to replace attributes in V iewðqÞ by AttributeElement elements since, in such a case, each time a query is performed asking for an attribute, also the element in which the attribute is contained is returned.
Reply Document Generation
An algorithm for generating the reply document is presented in Fig. 8 . The algorithm is executed by the Publisher and takes as input the query q submitted by a subject s, the SE-XML version of the document d on which the query is submitted, and the policy configuration of s. The algorithm consists of three main steps, during which it uses two functions, called EvaluateðÞ and ReBuildðÞ. Function EvaluateðÞ takes as input a query q submitted on document d, and returns a well-formed XML document r containing all and only the nodes satisfying q.
Step 3 determines which access control policies apply to each node satisfying the query q. Then, it removes from the node-set satisfying query q the nodes that s is not authorized to access, on the basis of the information in the SE-XML version of d. Then, all the attributes in the resulting document are replaced with an AttributeElement element (Step 4). Moreover, an additional attribute, called MhPath, is inserted in each node to be returned to s (Step 5). The value of this attribute is set according to Definition 6. The last information needed by s to verify authenticity and completeness of query result is the Merkle Signature of document d. This value is inserted in Step 6. Finally, in
Step 7, function ReBuildðÞ takes as input the obtained set of nodes and transforms them into a well-formed XML document. Fig. 9 shows the reply document returned by a Publisher to an EED professor, who requests all the patents of DICO.
It is important to note that for queries returning a complete subtree, the Publisher can generate a simplified version of the reply document (with regard to the one generated by Algorithm 1). Indeed, by Definition 2, the Merkle hash value of a node depends on all and only its descendants. Thus, by having all the nodes belonging to a subtree, it is possible to compute the Merkle hash value of the root of the subtree. For this reason, in this simplified version, all MhPath attributes are omitted, with the exception of the one in the root v v q of the subtree returned by the query.
SUBJECT VERIFICATION
In this section, we illustrate how a subject, upon receiving a reply document and a secure structure, can verify the authenticity and the completeness of the corresponding query answer.
Authenticity Verification
Before presenting an algorithm that allows a subject to authenticate the answer to a query, we need to introduce the concept of authenticable element. Note that authenticability is required only for the nodes of the reply document that represent elements. Indeed, attribute nodes in the reply document (i.e., MhPath attributes) are inserted only to store values needed to check the authenticity of the answer. The following theorem states the authenticability of each element of a reply document. The following definition states that a node in a reply document is authentic if it is authenticable by the subject receiving the document, and the recursive bottom-up computation returns a value matching the Merkle Signature of the requested document. An algorithm for verifying the authenticity of a query answer is presented in Fig. 10 . The algorithm takes as input a reply document r, returned as answer to a query on document d, and returns True if all the elements in the reply document are authentic. It returns False, otherwise. Starting from each terminal node in the reply document, the algorithm recomputes the Merkle hash value of the root of d through a bottom-up computation that uses the values of attributes MhPath of each node belonging to the path connecting the terminal node to the root of the reply document. In the algorithm, there is the need of knowing where the considered element is located with regard to its siblings, in order to correctly compute its Merkle hash value. Due to this reason, in the Merkle hash path, we store this information also. To do that, we use symbol "/" to denote a subsequent level in the hierarchy, and symbol "#" to denote the position of the element with regard to its siblings. Then, the obtained value is compared with the decryption of the Merkle Signature of d, using the Owner public key 8 (the Merkle Signature of d is stored into attribute Sign): If the two values coincide, then all the nodes belonging to the path are authentic. Otherwise, the algorithm terminates and returns F alse.
Definition 8 (Authentic element). Let g ¼ ðV
To clarify how the algorithm works, consider a terminal node v t and suppose that pathðv t Þ ¼ fv 1 ; . . . v n g, where v jþ1 is the father of v j , j ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1. According to Definition 7.1, to compute the Merkle hash value of node v j (j ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1), the algorithm uses the MhPath attributes of the nodes belonging to pathðv t Þ. By Definition 6, the MhPath attribute Theorem 2. Let s be a subject, q be a query submitted by s, and r be the reply document received by s as answer to q. Algorithm 2 returns T rue iff each v 2 V e r is authentic.
Completeness Verification
Completeness verification is a difficult issue and greatly depends on the kinds of queries that are submitted to a Publisher. 9 We need, thus, to point out for which kind of queries the subject is able to verify the completeness of the answer. In general, queries on an XML document can be classified into two groups: queries depending on the structure of the XML document, and queries depending on the content. The first kind of queries, to which we refer as structure queries, impose conditions only on the structure of the XML document. According to the XPath syntax, structure queries are defined by means of XPath expressions that specify only the location path. Consider the XML document presented in Fig. 1 , an example of structure query is: "// Patent//*", which returns the set of all the descendent elements of the Patent element. By contrast, in the second type of queries, that we call content-dependent queries, besides the structure, it is also possible to specify conditions on the content of the elements and/or attributes in the path. Among content-dependent queries, we are able to verify completeness only for those queries that state equality conditions on 8 . In the algorithm, D KUOwner ½Sign:val denotes the decryption of the Merkle Signature of d with the public key of the Owner. 9 . We assume that subjects submit queries to the Publishers by means of XPath expressions. the attribute values (hereafter, we denote this kind of queries with the term content-dependent* queries). If we consider again the XML document in Fig. 1 , an example of contentdependent* query is: "//Asset[@Dept="DICO"]//*", that selects a set of subtrees rooted at any descendent of the Asset element, whose Dept attribute has value "DICO."
Now, we can show how it is possible to use the secure structure to prove the completeness of structure and content-dependent* queries. Both kinds of queries specify their conditions by using only the tag/attribute names, and the attribute value, which are information all contained in the secure structure as hash values. The proposed solution for completeness verification implies the translation of the query q, by substituting the tag/attribute names and attribute values with the corresponding hash values. Afterward, the translated query can be evaluated on the secure structure. In such a way, under the assumption of a collision-resistant hash function, the node-set resulting by the evaluation of the query on the secure structure corresponds to all and only the nodes of the requested document, answering query q. This node-set can be a superset of the nodes the subject is entitled to see according to the Owner access control policies. For this reason, in order to verify the completeness of the answer, the subject must consider also the access control policies specified on the document. The secure structure contains the Policy element, which contains the identifiers of the access control policies that apply to the document. Therefore, by considering the Policy element and the values of the PC and PC ATTR attributes of each node in the secure structure, and by matching these values with his/her subject policy configuration, the subject is able to verify which are the document nodes for which he/she has the appropriate authorizations. According to this approach, the subject is able to determine the set of nodes that should be returned by the Publisher.
Before verifying completeness of the answer with the above-mentioned approach, a preliminary required step is that the subject verifies the authenticity of the secure structure itself using the received signature and the strategy for authenticity verification we have illustrated in Section 7.1. In this way, he/she is assured that the Publisher has not modified the secure structure given by the Owner.
We do not report here the algorithm for completeness verification since it is similar to the algorithm for reply document generation presented in Section 6.2. The main difference is that, instead of evaluating the submitted query on the secure enhanced document, the completeness verification algorithm evaluates the translated query on the secure structure.
Example 4. Consider the secure structure presented in Fig. 5 .
Suppose that an EED junior secretary submits a query asking for all the Fund items contained in the annualreport. Suppose, moreover, that an untrusted Publisher sends her a reply document containing only the first Fund element. The completeness verification process executed by the secretary first verifies the authenticity and integrity of the secure structure. Then, it considers the query. In this example, the query is "/Asset[@Dept='EED']/ Funds/*", to which, according to the selected hash function, the following translation corresponds: "//x-7 8 5 4 9 0 8 2 4 [ @ x -4 0 2 7 6 0 3 7 = ' p K G E s ' ] / x -13947931/*." The evaluation of this query on the secure structure presented in Fig. 5 returns two nodes with tagname x-1037159472. Since both the nodes have no content-element, they have associated only the policy configuration of their attributes (contained in attribute PC ATTR ), whose value is "060602." The only policy applied to the junior secretary is the one with 7 as the identifier. Thus, considering the value of the Policy element, the nodes for which the secretary has an authorization are those whose policy configuration has the seventh bit set equal to 1. This implies that the binary value of the second character of PC ATTR value must have the third bit equal to 1. The binary string corresponding to 06 is 0110. This implies that the junior secretary should access both the elements. Thus, the completeness verification returns a node-set containing the two nodes with tagname x-1037159472. Finally, the last step of completeness verification is to hash the answer received by the Publisher, and match it with the obtained node-set. The junior secretary verifies that, in the answer received by the Publisher an element is omitted, more precisely, a Fund element.
ATTACK ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the potential attacks that could be conducted by the Publishers or by the subjects.
Subject Attacks
In our architecture, subjects interact both with the Publishers and with the Owner. We need, thus, to consider the possible attacks carried out in both interactions. In the Owner-subject interaction, there exist two different kinds of attacks. The first kind is an authentication attack, and it implies the existence of a malicious subject S m , which eavesdrops during the subscription phase of a subject S i , the subject policy configuration. Thus, S m can submit queries to the Publishers exploiting the authorizations granted to S i . The solution for this kind of attacks relies on the adoption of a standard authentication protocol [15] during the subscription phase. Another possible kind of attack carried out by a subject implies that a malicious subject makes available his/her subject policy configuration to other subjects. To avoid this attack, we can impose that the submitted queries, as well as the subject policy configurations, must be signed by the subject submitting the query.
We need to also consider the case in which one or more authorizations are revoked from a subject. In this case, the Owner regenerates the subject policy configuration, which is then sent to the subject. In such a scenario, it is necessary to avoid that a subject continues to use the old subject policy configuration, exploiting also the revoked authorizations. To this purpose, we assume that the Owner inserts into the subject policy configuration also a subject ID and the timestamp of the (re)generation. Then, the Owner stores in a public repository each subject ID and the timestamp of his/ her latest subject policy configuration. Moreover, when a subject is revoked, the Owner removes the relative entry from the public repository. In such a way, the Publisher can verify the validity of the subject policy configuration received by the subject.
Finally, another kind of subject attack is a passive inference of information from the secure structure. Indeed, during completeness verification, the subject computes the hash values corresponding to the names of the nodes belonging to its authorized view. Then, by using such hash values, the subject is able to deduct the existence and the cardinality of these nodes in the secure structure. To avoid information inference, from the secure structure, it is possible to apply cryptographic techniques (see Section 11).
Publisher Attacks
In this paper, we have shown that authenticity verification relies on the comparison between the Merkle hash values locally computed by a subject by using the information contained in the MhPath attributes, and the Merkle Signature contained in the Sign attribute, where all these attributes are contained into the Reply document. Thus, a possible attack conducted by a Publisher is the replacement of the Sign element associated with an SE-XML document. In this case, even if the query result is authentic, the authenticity verification will always fail. 10 To prevent this attack, we can associate with each XML document a unique ID, by inserting it as an attribute of its root. Thus, the Merkle hash value of the root of an XML document is computed also on the hash value of its ID. Furthermore, the Owner must also sign, in addition to the Merkle hash value of the root of the XML document, the corresponding ID value. The resulting signature is then stored in the Sign element. The Publisher then inserts in the Reply document, together with the Sign element, also the attribute containing the corresponding ID. In such a way, the subject can verify at first the authenticity of the answer by using the Merkle hash value of the root. If the authentication process fails, he/she can verify if the ID value signed by the Owner matches the one in the Reply document and, thus, he/she can verify whether the above attack has occurred.
PERFORMANCE ISSUES
In this section, we discuss the overhead implied by our approach.
Update Management
Since, in the proposed framework, a modification on a document also implies an update of the security-enhanced version and of the secure structure of the document, a key issue is the efficient management of updates. To this purpose, we discuss, for each kind of update that could occur over the Owner's XML source or the Policy Base, the corresponding updates that the Owner has to perform on the security-enhanced version and on the secure structure of the involved documents. There are two main kinds of updates that need to be considered. The first is an update of the PB, such as, for instance, an access control policy insertion, deletion, or update. In the case of policy insertion, it is necessary to update the SE-XML version and the secure structure of all the documents to which the new policy applies. However, this update does not require too much overhead. Indeed, for each document to which the policy applies, it is only necessary to insert the identifier of the new policy in the Policy element, and to update all and only the policy configurations of those nodes to which the new access control policy applies. Management of policy updates is simpler since it is not necessary to update the Policy element, but only the policy configurations of those nodes that are influenced by the policy update. Moreover, in case of policy deletion, it is only necessary to set equal to zero the identifier of the deleted policy in the Policy element of the SE-XML version and of the secure structure of all the documents to which the revoked policy applied. All PB updates do not require to recompute the Merkle Signature of the involved documents since this value is computed over the root of the original XML document, thus it does not include the policy configuration values. Thus, upon a modification of PB, the Owner sends the Publishers only the Policy element of all the documents affected by the policy updates and, only in case of policy insertion and modification, a set of policy configurations, one for each node affected by the policy update.
Note, moreover, that our credential-based access control model makes the management of subject subscriptions very efficient. Indeed, each time a new subject subscribes to the service or an existing subject is removed from the system, it is not necessary to update the SE-XML version and the secure structure of the documents on which the subject has access, since policies are not specified according to an identity-based mechanism.
Another kind of modification that implies an update of the SE-XML version and of the secure structure of a document is the update of the documents belonging to the Owner's source. These modifications can result in the insertion and deletion of a node of a document or the update of the data content of an element or of the value of an attribute. All these updates imply the recomputation of the Merkle Signature of the document that is sent to the Publishers along with the updated nodes of the corresponding SE-XML document and of the secure structure.
Storage Complexity of Security Related Information
Another relevant issue is the size of the SE-XML document, the secure structure, and the reply document with regard to the size of the original XML document. 4 Þ bytes, where N Att is the maximum number of attributes associated with an element of the document. It should be noted, however, that we expect that, in most cases, both N Att and N p be very limited because the number of different policies that usually apply to a document, even in the case of documents with heterogeneous security requirements, is not very high nor the number of attributes associated with an element. Moreover, the increased document size is compensated by the fact that, once the Publisher has received the SE-XML version of a document, it can locally answer subject queries, filtering query answers according to the access control policies of the Owner, and making a subject able to verify query authenticity by considering only the information in the SE-XML document and without interacting with the Owner. Therefore, the additional information appended by the Owner to documents are instrumental in reducing the number of interactions with the Owner.
Let us consider now the storage overhead of the secure structure. Similar to the SE-XML document, the secure structure also contains policy information and the Merkle Signature. This means that, in addition to the Sign element, it contains a unique Policy element, and at most 2N e additional attributes representing the PC, and PC Attr attributes, respectively. The storage increase due to this information is thus equal to that calculated for the SE-XML document. We need also to make two considerations. The first is that, according to its definition, the secure structure does not contain data content. And, the second is that the Publisher sends the secure structure to a subject only the first time a subject submits a query on the corresponding document.
Finally, we consider the storage overhead in the reply document. In the proposed framework, in order to make a subject able to verify the authenticity of a query result, the Publisher adds to the query result some additional information, i.e., the MhPath attributes. These attributes contain a set of hash values. All these hash values have the same size, denoted in the following as HashSize.
11 Thus, according to Definition 6, given a terminal node e, the maximum size of MhPath is equal to HashSize Ã Nc e þ sum f2pathðeÞ HashSize Ãð2 þ jsibðfÞjÞ, where jsibðfÞj denotes the number of f's siblings. It is, however, important to note that it is possible that the sets of Merkle hash values stored into different MhPath attributes be not disjoint. In order to reduce this redundancy, in the prototype system we have developed, we have adopted an approach that makes us able to store each hash value only in one MhPath attribute of the reply document. According to this approach, in the generation phase of the MhPath attributes before inserting an hash value, we verify if this value is already stored into another previously computed MhPath attribute. If this is the case, we insert in the new MhPath attribute only a reference to such an existing value. By this approach, the number of hash values stored in all the MhPath attributes of a reply document is, in the worst case, equal to the number of nodes of the original document d. Thus, in the worst case, the size of the information added to a query answer is N d Â HashSize, where N d is the number of nodes of d on which the query is performed.
RELATED WORK
Merkle hash trees are a well-known mechanism used in several computer areas for certified query processing. For instance, it has been exploited by Naor and Nissim in [14] to deal with the problem of creating and maintaining efficient authenticated data structures holding information about the validity of certificates. More precisely, the paper proposes as data structure a sorted hash tree scheme, such that tree leaves correspond to revoked certificates. Thus, verifying that a certificate is revoked or not implies verifying the existence of certain leaves in the tree. A similar approach has been proposed by Devanbu et al. [8] to prove the completeness and authenticity of queries on relational data. Similar schemes have also been used for micropayments [5] , where Merkle hash trees are used to minimize the number of public key signatures that are required in issuing or authenticating a sequence of certificates. By contrast, the use of such trees for handling XML documents is still a novel aspect, which, to the best of our knowledge, has been so far investigated only by Devanbu et al. in [9] . In this work, the authors have developed a scheme, based on Merkle hash trees, allowing clients to validate the answers to certain type of queries against XML sources managed by untrusted publishers. The method developed in [9] is based on the definition of a data structure, called "xtrie," which stores the set of possible paths that can be specified on a given DTD. However, the work presented in [9] has many differences with regard to our proposal. A first difference is the type of XML documents supported by the two approaches. In our approach, we have no limitation on the structure of XML documents, whereas the approach presented in [9] does not consider attributes and it imposes that data content be only present in leaf nodes. Another important difference is the kinds of queries for which the subject is able to verify authenticity. In our approach, we can certify the authenticity for each possible kind of XPath queries, whereas the approach presented in [9] considers only queries returning whole subtrees. A further distinction is that we also consider completeness with regard to access control rights, besides data authentication, and we provide a comprehensive architecture and related mechanisms to support data authentication and completeness services.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an approach for secure Web publishing of XML documents. With a set of digital signatures generated by the Owner and no trust required for the Publisher, we have shown that a subject can verify the authenticity of a query response. Additionally, for a wide range of XPath queries, a subject is also able to verify the completeness of a query result, with respect to the access control policies stated by the information Owner. This is obtained using secure structures. Making a distinction between the Owner and the Publisher offers two benefits. First, in any decentralized architecture, such a solution offers the advantage of being scalable and of reducing the risk that the Owner becomes the bottleneck of the entire system. Second, this architecture does not require the Publisher to be trusted, with respect to document authenticity and completeness. We have already developed a Java-based prototype implementation of the architecture proposed in this paper, where we make use of DOMHASH [12] for the computation of the Merkle hash values.
We plan to extend the research described in this paper along several directions. First, we plan to develop a more comprehensive service for confidentiality. Such a task requires addressing two main issues. First, the Owner must be sure that each access granted by the Publisher agrees with the access control policies it specified. Second, a subject must be able to verify that a Publisher does not prevent him/her to access a document portion for which the subject has a proper authorization according to the policies specified by the Owner. In the work presented in this paper, we mainly focus on client-side verification, thus we deal only with the second issue. However, we plan to also investigate the first issue. The idea is to use a solution based on cryptographic techniques by applying an approach similar to that proposed by us in [2] for client/server architectures. According to such a paradigm, different portions of the same XML document are encrypted with different encryption keys, according to the access control policies applied on them, then the same encrypted copy of the XML document is released to clients. In the third party scenario, this means that a Publisher receives an encrypted copy of the data it is allowed to manage. Moreover, in order to allow a Publisher to perform queries on encrypted data, without having the encryption keys, we plan to adopt polymorphic cryptography techniques, such as the one adopted in [10] , [11] .
Then, we plan to perform an extensive performance analysis of the proposed framework. Additionally, we intend to integrate the Owner-Publisher system into [4] -an XML document server providing a comprehensive environment for securing XML documents. In this context, an interesting issue is how to detect and prevent inference of unauthorized data from the data source. This is the case, for instance, of queries stating conditions on unauthorized attributes/elements, whose answers make the subjects able to inference avoided information. Literature and commercial DBMSs propose several solutions to deal with this issue, such as, for instance, the approaches presented in [16] , [17] . Thus, we plan to investigate how to adopt these approaches in our framework. Moreover, we plan to investigate the problem of completeness verification for more generalized classes of queries. We also plan to integrate our system with platforms for privacy preferences [6] to ensure privacy of subjects credential, and with anonymity services [7] , as well as with evolving XML standards. She has published more than 400 technical papers and reports, including more than 60 journal articles in secure data management and information technology. She is the inventor of three patents for MITRE on Database Inference Control. She has written six books on data management and data mining for technical managers. Her recent book is on Web data management technologies and their applications to counter-terrorism based on her keynote presentations on the subject at the White House and at the United Nations in 2002. Her current research interests are in secure semantic Web, privacy constraints processing, and secure sensor information management. She is a fellow of the IEEE.
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